Martabe Gold Mine is managed and operated by PT Agincourt Resources. The mine covers an area of 30 km² that falls
under the sixth generation of Contract of Work (CoW) covering a total area of 1,639 km².
The resource base on 31 December 2017 includes 8.8 Moz of gold and 72 Moz of silver. Production commenced at
Martabe on 24 July 2012. The operating capacity of Martabe Gold Mine is in excess of 5 mtpa ore to produce in excess
of 300,000 oz of gold and 2-3 Moz of silver per annum.
PT Agincourt Resources engages more than 2,600 employees and contractors, with approximately 98% Indonesians, of
which more than 70% were recruited from local people.
To strengthen the existing maintenance management team and to ensure the achievement of the company objectives,
the Martabe Gold Mine is looking for candidate to fill the role:

ENGINEER TSF CONSTRUCTION
(TSF 1809058)
This position will be based at Martabe Site in TSF Department, working on schedule 4 Weeks on; 2 weeks
off and reports directly to Superintendent/Senior Engineer TSF.
The Role of the Engineer TSF Construction is:
-

Responsible and ensure for all field and lab tests of soil and concrete, this is also include to maintain test
result record up to standard requirement.
Ensure QA/QC for TSF construction meet technical specification.
Active coordination and communication to Consultant’s Site Engineer and QA/QC Engineer of contractor.
Advice and report to all TSF Team in daily basis in related to tests result.
Develop subordinate by conduct on job training.
Running in house soil and concrete lab belong to PTAR.

Candidates for this role would be expected to have the following qualifications and experience:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Graduate BSc Civil Engineer/Geotechnical Engineer.
Have certificate of training for concrete and or Soil.
1-2 years experience in concrete/soil lab or field experience as Civil Engineer.
Understanding soil mechanic.
Understand Concrete mix design.
Familiar with concrete and soil test for field and lab.
Minimum IPK 3.00 from accredited University.
Fluent in English.
Encourage Female to apply.

If you believe, you possess the skills, qualification and experience to fill in the position, please send in your CV
complete with your latest photograph, Identity Card Number and Date of Birth by quoting the position title &
code (TSF 1809058) on the email subject, not later than September 24, 2018 to:
Human Resources Department – PT Agincourt Resources
Or email: PTAR.Recruiting@agincourtresources.com
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